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1. Introduction

The Goddard Public Library (GPL) engaged the Public Policy and Management Center (PPMC) at Wichita State 
University to assist with the research and development of a community based visioning process to create a 
comprehensive strategic plan. The planning horizon defined through the engagement was four years beginning in 
October 2018. Completion of all the goals in the plan is contingent on achieving success in other areas of the 
plan. The plan should be considered a living document, reviewed regularly by the GPL Board, which can adapt to 
meet the needs of the community while still focusing on the overall vision for the library. 

The strategic plan resulted from a comprehensive engagement process leading to the development of a vision for 
the organization with achievable goals and implementing strategies. The PPMC engaged the Goddard community 
and relevant stakeholders to understand the needs and expectations for the GPL. The intention of this plan 
is guide the GPL Board in future policy, programming and financial decision making. The GPL Board can take 
guidance from this plan in addressing future decisions about policy, programming and resource allocation.
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2. Methodology

To guide the planning process, the GPL board appointed a steering committee. The steering committee consisted 
of library board members, staff members and community members. Working with the steering committee, the 
PPMC developed an engagement schedule and identified relevant stakeholders. Focus groups were held with 
the local Lions Club, the Goddard Chamber of Commerce and a group of local seniors. Personal interviews were 
conducted with Goddard elected and appointed officials. Library staff were interviewed during the engagement 
process. General community input was gathered through a survey. A thematic analysis of collected input was 
conducted by PPMC staff and presented to the steering committee for review.

Concurrent to the engagement process, the PPMC conducted a literature review of current trends for libraries 
nationwide and best practices for community libraries. An environmental assessment of the local and regional 
libraries was conducted to provide comparison to GPL’s offerings. Based on the results of the engagement process, 
input from the steering committee, and background research, PPMC staff developed a draft of the strategic plan.

In order to prioritize the draft plan, a seven question online survey was distributed by the library staff and the 
steering committee members to the Goddard community. The survey received a total of 158 verified responses. 
Respondents ranked the priority of strategies for each of the five goals developed by the steering committee. 
Strategies were ranked based on the percentage of respondents that identified the strategy as the top priority. 
Rankings were then used to prioritize the strategy timeline in the work plan. The steering committee took the 
results of the survey to refine the plan to reflect the community’s desires for the public library. The final strategic 
plan was adopted by the Library Board and distributed to the public.
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3. Vision and Mission
Statements

Vision Statement

The Goddard Public Library will be an integral part of the community 
providing resources to enrich, enlighten and inform our population. 

Mission Statement

The Goddard Public Library engages the community to build strong 
inter-generational connections, share knowledge, inspire curiosity 

and encourage life-long learning. 
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4. Goals, Objectives and
Strategies

Goddard Public Library Strategic Goals

1 ENVIRONMENT: Create a welcoming library environment 
that facilitates literacy and meets the educational and 
informational needs of the community.

COMMUNITY HUB: Build strategic collaborations 
to foster community engagement and create a 
“community hub” for activities. 

INCLUSION: Provide multi-generational library services 
and resources in equitable and inclusive ways. 

TECHNOLOGY: Develop technology resources to facilitate 
community use and discovery of library resources and 
services. 

DYNAMIC ORGANIZATION: Build a flexible organization 
that is responsive to changing community wants and 
needs.

2
3
4
5
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Goal 1: Environment

Strategies
1. Complete a full study of current library facilities considering a possible new facility option and assess the feasibility of
the space expansions or constructing a new facility.
TIMELINE: Completed by end of Year 1  

LEADS: City of Goddard, Library Board, Library Director & Staff

• Convene with City officials about the appropriate process for conducting a building review.

• Consider applying for available grants from South Central Kansas Library System (SCKLS) to engage an architect or
engineer to determine what can be done to increase use of existing space and develop estimates for improvements

• Determine limitations related to the library space, assess options and conduct a cost-benefit analysis to construct a
plan for future improvements, review what other communities pay for library services and gauge community support if
a new facility is recommended.

2. Build partnerships with USD 265 to facilitate programing in school facilities.
TIMELINE: Initiated, ongoing for Years 1-4

LEADS: Puppet Lady Group, Library Board, Library Director & Staff

• Convene USD 265 officials to determine if potential partnerships exist that could be consistent with the mission of each
organization.

• Analyze current programming and cross reference to curriculum requirements of USD 265 for age specific areas
(Kindergarten readiness, middle school literacy, STEM objectives, etc.) to determine mutually beneficial programming.

• Consult with the USD 265 Board of Education and legal counsel on the possibility of utilizing facilities.

• Develop a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that would allow the GPL to facilitate programming in USD 265
spaces if feasible.

• Collect participation data and on-site feedback to access impact of programming and revise as needed.

Objectives
» Maximize library space and expand when necessary to meet needs of the community.
» Excel in fulfilling the traditional functions of a public library by providing literacy,

educational and informational material in a more inviting environment.

Create a welcoming library environment that facilitates literacy and 
meets the educational and informational needs of the community.
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3. Create a Friends of the Library, Foundation, or other 501(c)(3) fundraising organization to raise additional funds to
support capital improvements or programming.
TIMELINE: Initiated with volunteers, completed by end of Year 1

LEADS: Goddard Women’s Club, Library Board, Library Director & Staff

• Engage the City of Goddard legal counsel to discuss the feasibility of creating a fundraising group and develop next
steps.

• Engage SCKLS for technical support and guidance in creating a fundraising group. Ask for references of local libraries for
the board and volunteers to contact and visit.

• Identify a core group of community volunteers to serve as an initial board for the fundraising group.

• Develop a fundraising plan utilizing the facility assessment as a guiding tool for needed capital improvements.

4. Identify potential corporate sponsorship opportunities to improve existing space focusing on flexible use and inviting
atmosphere.
TIMELINE: Start in Year 2, Completed by end of Year 3

LEADS: Goddard Chamber of Commerce Board & Director, Library Board, Library Director & Staff

• Determine components or improvements from the facility assessment that have the highest impact and attach a
sponsorship level to each project.

• Connect with the Goddard Chamber of Commerce to present a list of impact projects that can be sponsored by local
businesses.

• Expand requests for sponsorship to larger employers in metro area that have known concentrations of employees living
in Goddard.

• Develop special on-site recognition markers for sponsorships and host an annual appreciation event to publicly thank
contributors.

5. Identify potential opportunities to utilize other locations in the community to provide pop-up programming or satellite
locations, focusing on population centers with low utilization rates.
TIMELINE: Completed by end of Year 1

LEADS: Library Director & Staff

• Develop a list of current programming that is not site dependent on the existing library space and a circulation solution
that estimates the volume and type of materials needed for each location.

• Conduct a scan of potential locations for satellite programming across the community. Convene decision makers from
each location and determine feasibility of conducting programming on-site.

• Explore pilot programming at each remote site at a regular interval and collect on-site feedback to assess its impact.
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Goal 2: Community Hub

Strategies
1. Partner with providers to host community focused programming at the library location.
TIMELINE: Initiated in Year 1, ongoing

LEADS: Potential Friends of the Library, Existing Volunteers, Goddard Women’s Group, Library Director & Staff

• Seek input from community organizations such as local churches, senior communities, or Tanganyika Wildlife Park, to
develop relevant programming or events that can be mutually beneficial.

• Explore unique programming hosted by the library that highlights local talent or artists with local connections.

• Investigate partnerships with existing programs with the library acting as the host or sponsor such as the OSHER
program at KU or programming from the K-State Extension Office.

2. Develop a local coffee shop concept utilizing a volunteer group of Friends of the Library fundraising to facilitate.
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 4

LEADS: Library Director & Staff

• Access the current library configuration and potential desire for a coffee concept with stakeholders on the library board
and in the community.

• Engage Chamber of Commerce members for guidance and potential partners for a coffee shop concept.

• Establish a set of parameters for the creation of a coffee shop including offerings, hours, and pricing if necessary.

Objectives
» Increase relevance of GPL as a gathering point for the community at-large.
» Increase the activity and programming provided by the library at their location to build
more community engagement.

Build strategic collaborations to foster community engagement and 
create a “community hub” for activities. 
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1. Utilize free online curriculum or resources to offer programming or other technology-based courses for lifelong learners.
TIMELINE: Initiated, ongoing, completed in Year 3

LEADS: Library Director & Staff

• Promote existing technology based programming provided by the library to enhance utilization.

• Survey the community about the type of courses that would be desired and tailor programming specifically to feedback.

• Contact SCKLS for technical assistance to identify quality digital materials that have been utilized by other member
libraries and have demonstrable outcomes.

2. Adopt STEM-related curriculum for children’s programing with age appropriate materials and pair with volunteer
mentors.
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 3 

LEADS: Library Director & Staff

• Contact USD 265 curriculum managers to determine what type of STEM programming is currently taught and develop 
programming to reinforce principles.

• Solicit adult volunteer mentors to lead small groups of children through the STEM programs.

• Develop and promote a STEM Fair to showcase the results of the programming.

3. Explore potential programing that pairs seniors and children.
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 3

LEADS: Retired Goddard Teachers Group, Library Director & Staff

• Contact local senior communities to assess the feasibility for potential partnerships pairing seniors with children’s
groups.

• Explore programming ideas that utilize library space and facilitate intergenerational transfer of knowledge such child
participants interviewing grandparents or parents, art, cooking, or music

Goal 3: Inclusion

Objectives
» Increase the number of programs that engage multiple age brackets and encourage
multi-generational interaction.
» Increase the ability of under-served populations to engage with the library by expanding
digital services and available technology.

Provide multi-generational library services and resources in 
equitable and inclusive ways. 
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4. Explore potential programing specifically for people with disabilities.
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 3

LEADS: Retired Goddard Teachers Group, Library Director & Staff

• Contact Kansas CDDO Coalition or organizations that provide services to people with disabilities to assess the feasibility
for potential partnerships and programming.

• Explore programming ideas focused on adaptive use of the library space and facilitate interaction with different people
with disabilities.
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1. Research grant and funding opportunities to further build technology assets available at the GPL.
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 2

LEADS: Library Director & Staff

• Develop a list of needed technology, associated programming options, and desired outcomes to build a generic draft
grant proposal that can be adapted for submission as funds become available.

• Explore options for low cost financing or technology replacement programs through technology providers to expand
offerings and insure that resources stay current.

• Consider developing a capital fundraising campaign, potentially utilizing a capital campaign consultant, to upgrade
technology and facilities.

2. Explore partnership opportunities with educational institutions to expand available technology assets.
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 2

LEADS: Library Director & Staff

• Work with USD 265 to develop joint technology assets for library patrons to use when school is not in session.

• Explore partnerships with Wichita State Tech or other higher education institutions to provide outreach, non-credit or
technology orientation classes for community members.

• Connect with technology based businesses in the community to determine the feasibility of partnerships for
programming or patron use of technology.

3. Build the digital collection by connecting patrons with available electronic resources and technology.
TIMELINE: Initiated, ongoing, completed in Year 2

LEADS: Library Board, Library Director & Staff

• Redesign the GPL website to feature direct links to electronic resources available with Kansas Library Card and other
digital sources currently available to patrons.

• Contact SCKLS for assistance to help identify additional available electronic resources and optimize accessibility of
those resources on the GPL website.

• Investigate the availability grants for technology improvements, such as adding mobile computer lab, a 3-D printer, or
other devices available for check-out to patrons.

Goal 4: Technology

Objectives
» Expand available materials and services by utilizing free or low cost existing resources to
meet community needs.
» Prioritize identified technology desired by the community to make strategic, intentional
investments for the library.

Develop technology resources to facilitate community use and 
discovery of library resources and services. 
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Goal 5: Dynamic Organization

Strategies
1. Collect regular feedback from the community to adapt library services to meet community needs.
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 2

LEADS: Library Board, Library Director & Staff

• Develop an annual community satisfaction survey that is used to inform programming decisions and devote an annual 
board meeting for reviewing the results.

• Develop a quick feedback mechanism that can be deployed at all programming to track attendance and satisfaction.

• Establish a satisfaction target approved by the Library Board and used as an evaluation metric for library staff.

• Provide an annual report, easily accessible to the public that summarizes feedback results, activities, and plans for the 
following year explaining how feedback informed the decision-making process.

2. Develop a comprehensive branding and marketing plan that enhances the community perception of the library. 
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 1

LEADS: Library Board, Library Director & Staff

• Develop common marketing materials that promote the mission and available resources of the library to disseminate at 
community gathering points.

• Provide regular briefings to the City Council about library activities.

• Integrate library activities onto the Goddard City website calendar and request regular space in the Goddard Glance 
Newsletter for increased promotion.

• Expand social media exposure to include multi-platforms (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, Snapchat, etc.) to 
drive more digital traffic.

• Consider sponsoring Free Little Library locations in town to promote literacy and distribute marketing materials 
directing people to the library.

• Explore alternative strategies for communicating to the community focusing on short, digestible bites of information 
about new and existing resources the library provides.

Objectives
» Increase community awareness of the library through intentional promotions geared to
meeting community needs.
» Adopt organizational norms that encourage community feedback and incorporate
feedback in operations and programming.
» Adopt operational expectations that prioritize library board and staff member’s
development and encourages advocacy for the GPL’s vision and mission.

Build a flexible organization that is responsive to changing community 
wants and needs.
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3. Develop operational guidelines and regular requirements for board and staff development
TIMELINE: Completed in Year 2

LEADS: Library Board, Library Director

• Research possible board training opportunities that emphasize fundraising, advocacy, marketing, and technology use.

• Coordinate board tours of neighboring libraries to observe how other libraries operate and what type of resources are
offered in the region.

• Develop an organization plan to assess board roles, review any formal job descriptions for board members and staff,
access staffing needs, and set board expectations for staff.

• Explore staff development opportunities that keep skills current with the best practices and trends in the library
community.

• Consider developing a volunteer base that can assist staff in the delivery of services, support fundraising efforts, and
advocate for the library.
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5. Influencing Factors

The library has traditionally served the function of collecting, cataloging and connecting information resources 
to the broad community, in a space available to all. During the digital age the role of the library has expanded to 
encompass new functions and new types of resources while retaining its traditional roles. Since the widespread 
adoption of the internet, the library has adapted to the new social landscape and evolved into a community 
connection point. (“Library Roles in a Digital Age,” 2018).  With the conversion of resources to a digital format, 
technology has become one of the most critical tools available to libraries. 

Library utilization in American has been relatively stable since 2011 despite the ever-changing electronic 
landscape and in increase in competition for attention. According to a 2016 study by the Pew Research Center, 
48% of Americans over the age of 16 visited a library or book mobile in person that year (Horrigan, 2016). Despite 
the rapid advance of technology, libraries are still primarily used for the traditional activities. In the Pew study 
nearly two-thirds (64%) of users visited the library to borrow a print book. The highest growing use for libraries 
according was attending classes, programs or lectures which jumped from 17% of users in 2015 to 27% of users in 
2016. At the same time the role of librarians as subject matter experts and gatekeepers has diminished. Utilization 
of librarians decreased in 2016 with only 35% of respondents seeking the help of a librarian, down 7% from the 
previous year (Horrigan, 2016). 

Aside from the changing nature of information resources and roles, libraries have been faced with 
increased fiscal pressure. According to the American Library Association (2013), 53% of public libraries 
reported flat or decreased funding since 2008 with a negative outlook on funding streams in the future. 
Consequently the challenging financial situation has increased advocacy for library funding and given rise to 
creative fundraising strategies (Civitello, 2017). Libraries and Friends of the Library groups have gotten more 
entrepreneurial, developing a wide variety of solutions to sustain funding. In addition to the traditional book and 
bake sales, Friends’ groups have opened library shops selling everything from branded merchandise, to crafts 
and chocolate (Peet, 2015). Focus has shifted to crafting an experience out of visiting the library compared to a 
more transactional traditional role. As public funding has evaporated, successful libraries have relied more on 
alternative fundraising to sustain long-term growth.

As collections and materials have changed, physical space in the library has adapted to user demands. 
Stacks of books have started to diminish, replaced by computer labs, lounge areas, and in some cases, 
coffee shops or video game stations. Winners of the Best Small Library in America competition provided some 
insight into what makes them successful.  One of the key themes which award winners discuss tuning into their 
community and resident needs.  Some libraries have morphed into a replacement for the community center 
becoming a hub for local events (Chadwick, 2015). Library evolution has been driven by the community’s needs and 
takes whatever shape necessary to meet communities where they are.

 Goddard Public Library has experienced challenges like those libraries nationwide have faced. The library 
opened in a small facility in 1985 before moving to its current location 2007 due to space concerns. While the new 
facility expanded the ability of the library to meet the community’s needs, the space proved insufficient within the 
first decade of use. Physical restrictions have had a limiting effect on the types of programming and engagement 
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the library can provide. Comments about the physical space and atmosphere of the current space were common 
themes that emerged from community engagement. 

Fiscal challenges have also limited the GPL’s efforts. Kansas State Statue provides strict limitations on 
the tax funding that can be directed to libraries. The City of Goddard has continued to fund the library at 3 mills of 
local property tax, approximately $130,000 annually for operations. In addition, the City has budgeted an average 
of $12,827 for the last four years to maintain the library building. Since 2015, the library has averaged 17,850 annual 
visitors and had circulated over 53,000 materials per year. While the funding trend has been upward over the last 
decade as the Goddard community has grown, the utilization rate for the library has increased more quickly, with 
demand out-pacing fiscal resources. The GPL does not have an established Friends of the Library or non-profit 
fundraising group furthering dependence on the city as the primary source of funding. Funding has not been 
sufficient to support capital improvements needed to make enhancements to the facility which was noted as the 
most common limiting factor across all engagement groups. 

While fiscal constraints have challenged the Goddard Public Library, the issue of community awareness 
of the library was also frequently noted as limiting factor. While the library offers extensive programming and 
resources for a wide variety of audiences, many respondents were uninformed of the library’s offerings. Across 
the focus groups, 44% of respondents reported that they did not use the library. When describing the library as 
a person, the most common adjectives were old, tired and worn-out. Goddard City Council members expressed 
concerns over the community’s awareness of programming and resources provided at the library, with one noting 
the library had a negative reputation and another council member having never been in the library. While the 
library provides an extensive collection and programming, it was evident through community engagement that 
more effort is needed to promote the library.   

In addition to the complicated operating environment, the Goddard Public Library faces competition from 
other area libraries. Located in the Wichita Metropolitan area on a US-400 means that GPL must compete against 
other well-funded libraries. However, the service oriented nature of libraries means the most direct competition is 
geographical. The primary competition comes from the USD 265 library system in the Goddard public schools. The 
eleven schools in the district each feature a library and advanced learning resources. USD 265 school libraries are 
also bolstered by Goddard Educational Foundation, an independent 501(c)(3) that helps fund educational efforts 
of the district. 

One issue that surfaced through engagement was the location of the GPL. Goddard as a community is divided by 
US-400, with most of new housing growth occurring north of the highway. The public library is located south of 
the highway, presenting a significant barrier to generating walk-in traffic particularly from children and seniors. 
The Goddard School district has its four newest school facilities, serving K-12 grades, located in the northeast 
corner of the community approximately 3.5 miles from the public library. Consequently, it was reported through 
community input that school libraries are utilized more frequently than the public library when school is in 
session. 

Other public libraries in the area also provide competition to GPL. The Westlink Branch of the Wichita 
Public Library system is situated less than 10 miles from the GPL and offers similar programming and more 
amenities. The Wichita Public Library system opened the Advanced Learning Library in downtown Wichita in 
spring 2018. The Advanced Learning Library offers cutting edge technology and various meeting spaces in addition 
to a local coffee shop branch and Friends of the Library bookstore.  A survey of the programming and services 
offered at other libraries across the region found in many cases programming similar to GPL and a wide variety of 
amenities across venues.
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A. Timeline Scorecards

GOAL 1: Create a welcoming library environment that facilitates literacy and meets the educational and 
informational needs of the community.

OBJECTIVES: 
• Maximize library space and expand when necessary to meet needs of the community.
• Excel in fulfilling the traditional functions of a public library by providing literacy, educational and informational
material in a more inviting environment.

Strategy Lead Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Complete a full study of current library facilities 
considering a possible new facility option and 
assess the feasibility of the space expansions 
or constructing a new facility.

City of Goddard, Library 
Board, Library Director 
& Staff

Build partnerships with USD 265 to facilitate 
programing in school facilities.

Puppet Lady Group, 
Library Board, Library 
Director & Staff

Create a Friends of the Library, Foundation, 
or other 501(c)(3) fundraising organization 
to raise additional funds to support capital 
improvements or programming.

Goddard Women’s 
Club, Library Board, 
Library Director & Staff

Identify potential corporate sponsorship 
opportunities to improve existing space 
focusing on flexible use and inviting 
atmosphere.

Goddard Chamber of 
Commerce Board & 
Director, Library Board, 
Library Director & Staff

Identify potential opportunities to utilize other 
locations in the community to provide pop-up 
programming or satellite locations, focusing on 
population centers with low utilization rates.

Library Director & Staff
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GOAL 2: Build strategic collaborations to foster community engagement and create a “community hub” for 
activities.

OBJECTIVES:
• Increase relevance of GPL as a gathering point for the community at-large.
• Increase the activity and programming provided by the library at their location to build more community
engagement.

Strategy Lead Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Partner with providers to host community 
focused programming at the library location.

Potential Friends of 
the Library, Existing 
Volunteers, Goddard 
Women’s Group, 
Library Director & Staff

Develop a local coffee shop concept utilizing 
a volunteer group of Friends of the Library 
fundraising to facilitate.

Library Director & Staff

GOAL 3: Provide multi-generational library services and resources in equitable and inclusive ways.

OBJECTIVES:
• Increase the number of programs that engage multiple age brackets and encourage multi-generational
interaction.
• Increase the ability of under-served populations to engage with the library by expanding digital services and
available technology.

Strategy Lead Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Utilize free online curriculum or resources to 
offer programming or other technology-based 
courses for lifelong learners. 

Library Director & Staff

Adopt STEM related curriculum for children’s 
programing with age appropriate materials and 
pair with volunteer mentors. 

Library Director & Staff

Explore potential programing that pairs 
seniors and children

Retired Teachers 
Group, Library 
Director & Staff

Explore potential programing specifically 
for people with disabilities.

Retired Teachers 
Group, Library 
Director & Staff
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GOAL 4: Develop technology resources to facilitate community use and discovery of library resources and 
services.

OBJECTIVES:
• Expand available materials and services by utilizing free or low cost existing resources to meet community needs.
• Prioritize identified technology desired by the community to make strategic, intentional investments for the
library.

Strategy Lead Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Research grant and funding opportunities to 
further build technology assets available at the 
GPL.

Library Director & Staff

Explore partnership opportunities with 
educational institutions to expand available 
technology assets.

Library Director & Staff

Build the digital collection by connecting 
patrons with available electronic   resources and 
technology.

Library Board, Library 
Director & Staff

GOAL 5: Build a flexible organization that is responsive to changing community wants and needs.

OBJECTIVES:
• Increase community awareness of the library through intentional promotions geared to meeting community needs.
• Adopt organizational norms that encourage community feedback and incorporate feedback in operations and
programming.
• Adopt operational expectations that prioritize library board and staff member’s development and encourages
advocacy for the GPL’s vision and mission.

Strategy Lead Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Collect regular feedback from the community 
to adapt library services to meet community 
needs.

Library Board, Library 
Director & Staff

Develop a comprehensive branding and 
marketing plan that enhances the community 
perception of the library.

Library Board, Library 
Director & Staff

Develop operational guidelines and regular 
requirements for board and staff development

Library Board, Library 
Director
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